
Funeral Planning
for Today
A comprehensive guide on 
how to plan for a funeral in 
South Africa and navigate 
the costs involved.
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/K@MMHMF�@�ETMDQ@K�B@M�AD�@�CHEkBTKS�
experience with unnecessary stress.

Whether you are planning your own 
funeral for the future, or you have 
recently lost a loved one and need to 
plan a funeral for them, we have put 
together this practical guide to help you 
with general funeral planning, what to 
expect and what some of the costs are.

This enables you to have the breathing space 
and peace of mind you need to concentrate 
on your family and to grieve your loss. 
Safeguarding your world when you need it 
most.

Remember that it is good to have trusted family and 
close friends to help you. Communities, elders and 
religious organisations, such as churches, can also 
help. 

At the end of the document is a handy checklist 
to help you check the administrative and funeral 
requirements.

Introduction



It is important to speak 
about your funeral planning 
and wishes with your family 
and those close to you. 

Speaking  
about death

1    Let them know where your important 
documents are

2  Where you have policies and accounts 

3  Where you keep your ID 

4   What you would like at your funeral 

5 � �(E�XNT�G@UD�@�BDQSHjDC�TO�SN�C@SD�6HKK�@MC�
where it is kept

6   ,@JD�RTQD�SG@S�SGD�ADMDjBH@QHDR�NM�XNTQ�
policies are correct, as this could create 
complications for your family later on at claim 
stage.

4



3GHR�HR�@�jKD�@ANTS�@KK�SGD�HLONQS@MS�
aspects of your life. You must keep it 
safe, and only certain trusted family 
members must know about it. 

Create a Life File

A Life File contains all your personal 
information, such as:

• Bank accounts

• Life and funeral policies

• Investments

• Property details

• 8NTQ�BDQSHjDC�6HKK

•  Your nominated estate executors and lawyers

• A copy of your ID.

It will also help deal with family feuds, as your 
BDQSHjDC�6HKK�B@M�AD�DWDBTSDC�AX�@�KDF@K�DWDBTSNQ�

A Life File will go a long 
way to helping your family 
and loved ones deal with 
the administration and 

paperwork after  
your passing. 

5
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Important steps 
if someone close 
to you passes 
away.

11

1
  Contact the relevant authorities. 
These could be emergency 
medical professionals with an 
ambulance service such as 
Netcare 911 or ER24, your 
family doctor or the SAPS.

2
   Locate the deceased’s ID 
smartcard or green barcoded 
ID book.

4
  Contact your religious, cultural 
or community leaders and 
elders.

3
   Locate the deceased’s ID 
smartcard or green barcoded 
ID book.
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5
  Choose a reliable and 
reputable funeral parlour that 
will help you to arrange the 
funeral.

6
  Find out if the deceased had 
any funeral or life policies and 
contact the insurers or banks. 
If you or a family member(s) are 
MNLHM@SDC�ADMDjBH@QHDR�NM�SGD�
deceased’s policy, then you 
will need to contact the cover 
provider as soon as you can. 
They will also need the Death 
"DQSHjB@SD��RN�HS�HR�DRRDMSH@K�SG@S�
you arrange this document, as 
well as the others, as soon as 
possible.

7
   If you have a funeral policy with 
a funeral parlour, you don’t 
necessarily need to conduct 
the funeral with that funeral 
parlour. They can pay out the 
insured amount, and you can 
have the funeral with another 
funeral parlour. Please also 
note that the payout times 
differ from policy to policy, and 
that the funds cannot be relied 
upon to be paid out instantly 
– it may take days, weeks or 
even months to pay out.
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8
  Contact the deceased’s 
employers to see if they had 
any life cover through their 
employer.

11
  If you would like all those 

who know the deceased 
to attend the funeral 
service, then you can 
place an advertisement in 
the newspaper, advising 
of the date, time and 
venue of the funeral.

10
  Find out if the deceased 

had a Will in place. If 
there is no executor 
nominated in the will, then 
you can seek legal advice 
on the way forward. If 
the Will was kept at the 
deceased’s bank, then the 
bank will usually help.

9
  Contact the deceased’s 
bank. The bank will freeze 
the deceased’s bank account 
to prevent anyone from 
fraudulently trying to withdraw 
funds from the bank account. .



A funeral gives you the 
opportunity to honour, respect 
and remember your loved one 
who has passed on. A funeral 
can also be an important part 
of the healing process. 

How to plan  
a funeral

/K@MMHMF�@�ETMDQ@K�B@M�AD�CHEjBTKS�@R�HS�B@M�@CC�LNQD�
DLNSHNM@K�@MC�jM@MBH@K�RSQ@HM�NM�XNT�CTQHMF�XNTQ�
time of mourning. 

It will be up to you and your family to choose a 
burial, cremation or ceremonial service. Alternatively, 
SGD�6HKK�L@X�BNMS@HM�SGD�CDBD@RDC�R�RODBHjB�VHRGDR�
related to the funeral.

The type of funeral also depends on the cultural and 
religious beliefs of the deceased. 

How to plan  
a funeral

9
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The basics for a funeral 
service:
- Choosing a funeral parlour

-  Venue (church, chapel, cemetery or 
crematorium)

- Date

- Time

- Transport

- Catering

- Flowers

- Photos to be displayed

���6GN�VHKK�AD�SGD�LHMHRSDQ�NEjBH@SNQ

- Sound and music

- Eulogies and obituaries 

- Printed programmes

- Hearse

- AV presentations

- Grave site

- Tombstone

- Unveiling

How to plan  
a funeral
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Choosing a  
funeral parlour
Planning and organising a funeral can 
be an overwhelming experience – 
where do you even start?

Choosing the right funeral parlour can help you 
HM�SGHR�CHEkBTKS�SHLD�1DLDLADQ�SN�FDS�PTNSDR�
from different funeral parlours.

Questions to ask a funeral parlour:

 -  Do you have a private mortuary facility?
This can help smooth the process of providing a 
CHFMHjDC�ETMDQ@K�ENQ�SGD�CDBD@RDC

 -  Can you help with all the legal documents?
 Your funeral parlour can help with obtaining all 
legal and administrative documents, from the 
#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD�SN�OTQBG@RHMF�@�FQ@UD�RHSD

Insurance with a funeral parlour.

It is important to go through the cover policy 
with the funeral parlour to see what is covered 
and what isn’t when planning the funeral. 

You don’t necessarily need to conduct the 
funeral with the funeral parlour that issued the 
policy. They can pay out the insured amount, 
and you can have the funeral with a different 
funeral parlour. 

Payout times differ from policy to policy, and it 
may take days, weeks or even months to pay 
out.

How to plan  
a funeral
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What does an  
undertaker do?
An undertaker (also called a funeral director) 
will help to take the stress and hassle out of 
the administrative process, allowing you time 
to grieve your loss and to concentrate  
on family. 

A good undertaker is there to provide care and 
guidance. You should feel comfortable, safe and 
secure with your undertaker, knowing that they 
can be trusted and relied upon to deliver a truly 
ODQRNM@AKD�DWODQHDMBD�@S�SGHR�CHEjBTKS� 
and important time.

They will also help with delegating different tasks 
and jobs to different family members and close 
friends. They can also help provide counselling 
options if they are needed. 

1DLDLADQ�SN�G@UD�@�BDQSHjDC�BNOX�
of the deceased’s ID smartcard or 
green barcoded ID book, as well 
@R�SGD�-NSHjB@SHNM�NE�#D@SG��RN�SGD�
undertaker can help you to arrange 

SGD�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD

How to plan  
a funeral



A good undertaker 
should help you to take 
care of the following.

1   Helping you with taking care of the deceased’s 
body.

2   Storing, preparing and dressing the deceased 
for viewing / burial / cremation.

3   Obtaining the Death Notice from the medical 
attendants / doctors.

4   Helping you to register the death at Home 
 EE@HQR�@MC�BNKKDBS�SGD�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD

5   Supplying you with the original Death 
"DQSHjB@SD�@MC�SGD�MDBDRR@QX�BDQSHjDC�BNOHDR�
of these forms for estate and policy purposes.

6   Making sure if you would want an autopsy 
performed (if natural death), as it may help 
you with the details of the deceased when 
claiming from the funeral cover.

7  Organising death notices in newspapers. 

8 � �.EEDQ�@�RDKDBSHNM�NE�BNEjMR�@MC�B@RJDSR�SN�
choose from.

9   All funeral arrangements. 

10   Cemetery or crematorium funeral 
arrangements. 

How to plan  
a funeral
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11   If cremation, the undertaker will help ensure 
all documents are completed by the relevant 
medical persons.

12   Local transporting of the deceased. 

13   Embalming of the deceased for repatriation (if 
needed).

14   Repatriation of deceased across borders (if 
needed).

A good undertaker will also explain all the 
BNRSR�HMUNKUDC�HM�@�ETMDQ@K�,@JD�RTQD�XNT�kMC�
out exactly what is included, so there aren’t 
any hidden costs.

Undertaker fees
Generally, undertaker fees start at around 
R4,000, but can vary depending on what 
duties you would want them to perform.

The funeral parlour will usually charge 
for:

 - Storage of the body;

 -  Processing the death-related documents 
�HMBKTCHMF�SGD�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD��

 - Preparation of the body;

 - Use of a hearse.

14

How to plan  
a funeral



Traditional  
funerals

Please note that this is a general outline of a 
traditional funeral. There are many different 
cultural and religious practices in South Africa, 
but this guide covers the basics.

With a traditional funeral, the actual burial can take 
place anytime from 24 hours to two weeks after the 
death took place, depending on religious or cultural 
traditions. 

Steps for a traditional funeral:

1 � �3GD�CDBD@RDC�HR�TRT@KKX�S@JDM�HM�@�BNEjM�SN�
the home of the family the day before the 
funeral. The family may hold a night vigil where 
the deceased can be viewed for the last time 
and religious, traditional or cultural rites can be 
performed. Some prefer to have a viewing on 
the morning of the funeral.

2   The next morning a tribute or memorial service 
is usually held at a church or chosen venue.

3   After the memorial service, the mourners go 
to the cemetery or place of interment where a 
short service or traditional, religious or cultural 
observances are performed. 

4   After the interment, the mourners will usually 
go to a venue where food and refreshments 
are served. This can also be a time to 
celebrate the life of the deceased.

15

How to plan  
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Pre-arranged funerals
These are funerals that are arranged and paid 
for in advance.

You can choose everything you want for the funeral 
ahead of time, including:

 - BNEjM�NQ�B@RJDS�

 - clothing

 - music

 - kNVDQR

 - cemetery or cremation  

It is helpful as it takes the burden off the shoulders 
of loved ones having to arrange and pay for the 
funeral.

Exhumations
An exhumation is when a body is 
removed from a grave and relocated to 
a new grave. 

Sometimes the remains may be cremated, 
so there doesn’t necessarily need to be a 
re-burial. 

Permissions from many governmental 
entities and departments will need to be 
obtained for any exhumation. 

The Department of Home Affairs, and an 
undertaker, can help.

16
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&KRRVLQJ�D�FRIĺQ�RU� 
a casket
 �BNEkM�B@M�AD�DWODMRHUD�ADB@TRD�HS�MDDCR�
to protect the deceased’s body, as well as the 
health of those that come into contact with 
it before  it is buried. It must also be strong 
enough to be transported.

3GD�CHEEDQDMBD�ADSVDDM�@�BNEkM�@MC�@�B@RJDS�

 - � �BNEjM�HR�TRT@KKX�VHCD�@S�SGD�RGNTKCDQR�@MC�
narrow at the head and foot.

 -  A casket is rectangular in shape and is usually 
made of better quality material. 

It is always good to ask your undertaker to show 
XNT�@KK�SGD�CHEEDQDMS�BNEjM�@MC�B@RJDS�NOSHNMR�
available.  

17
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 �OK@HM�BNEjM�B@M�BNRS�@�KHSSKD�NUDQ�1�����
while an average one could cost around 
R8,000. 

Top-of-the-range caskets sell for between 
R30,000 and R100,000.

It is important to choose the right size 
BNEkM



Cemeteries & graves
Having a peaceful resting place for your loved one is 
a big consideration when planning a funeral. 

Purchasing a grave site depends on the 
municipality involved and availability. A grave 
BNTKC�BNRS�@MXVGDQD�ADSVDDM�1������@MC�
1������

Choosing a grave also depends on what type of 
tombstone you would want. Many cemeteries have 
rules regarding the size of a tombstone memorial.

The different grave areas / sections are:

 -  Lawn section: Reserved for headstones only

 -  Monumental section: Reserved for full 
monumental memorials

 - Memorial or niche walls: Reserved for inscribed 
plaques 

An undertaker can help you to choose and apply for 
all the relevant permits.

18
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Choosing a tombstone
A tombstone can be a lasting tribute to your loved 
one. The prices of tombstones can vary from 
R1,500 to R7,000 or more.

How to plan  
a funeral

What to consider when  
choosing a tombstone:

The cemetery
Different cemeteries have rules for which 
tombstones can be erected.

The durability of the stone
Granite or marble are the most popular 
choices.

The shape 
Custom shapes can be easily designed. 

The design and visuals 
These include the name, dates, and 
any special wording, such as a favourite 
religious verse or passage, song words or 
sayings. 

The lettering 
Lettering can also play an important role in 
the overall look of the tombstone.
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How to plan  
a funeral

Venue and tent hire
Venue hire for a funeral can range from R500 to  
R10,000 or more. Hiring a tent can cost anything 
from R500 to R5,000. 

It all depends on the number of people attending 
and the type of funeral. 

Transport
Most funeral parlours include the cost of a hearse as 
O@QS�NE�SGDHQ�EDD�(S�R�ADRS�SN�BNMjQL�SGHR��RN�SGDQD�@QD�
no surprise expenses. 

Sometimes many people may need to be 
transported from the funeral to the burial site. This 
could add up to a large expense. 

If the deceased’s body needs to be transported 
across a border, prepare to pay upwards  
NE�1������
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Food & catering
3GHR�HR�TRT@KKX�SGD�@QD@�VGDQD�@�KNS�NE�jM@MBH@K�@MC�
planning stress is experienced by the one arranging 
the funeral. Especially if there are many people 
attending the funeral, such as 500 or more. 

You will usually serve food at the reception after the 
funeral. This usually takes place at the family’s home 
or at a hired venue. 

You can either prepare meals yourself, with the help 
of friends, family members and the community, or 
you could hire a catering company to help. 

How to plan  
a funeral

Many cultures in South Africa require the 
R@BQHjBHMF�NE�KHUDRSNBJ�

 �FN@S�B@M�BNRS�1�������@MC�@�BNV�B@M�
BNRS�1�����
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The eulogy
The eulogy is where we get to remember, to 
rejoice and to celebrate the life of our loved 
one. 

A eulogy is a recounting of all the special things that 
they have done in their lives; who they loved, how 
they devoted their lives to their children, and what 
their passions were. 

It can involve sharing favourite memories, stories, 
achievements and personality traits of the deceased.

Flowers
Flowers can add beauty and fragrance to a funeral. 
A special arrangement can also be placed on 
SNO�NE�SGD�BNEjM�@MC�@QNTMC�@�OGNSNFQ@OG�NE�SGD�
deceased. 

2NLDSHLDR�kNVDQR�@QD�BGNRDM�ENQ�SGDHQ�RODBHjB�
colour or because they were the deceased’s 
favourite. 

/QHBDR�Q@MFD�EQNL�1����SN�1�������NQ�LNQD��
CDODMCHMF�NM�XNTQ�QDPTHQDLDMSR�

How to plan  
a funeral
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Funeral music and 
hymns

It is a wonderful tribute and an uplifting celebration 
to honour your loved one with their favourite music. 

If you have any musically inclined family or friends, 
you could always ask them to play a piece of music 
or sing a favourite song. 

Clothing for the 
deceased

Taking the time to honour your loved one 
through their clothing and appearance is a 
wonderful way of paying your respects.  

3QX�SN�SGHMJ�@ANTS�VG@S�SGDHQ�E@UNTQHSD�NTSjS�V@R�

You can also ask your undertaker to clothe them in 
a brand new suit or a beautiful new dress.

Add a personal touch, such as their favourite piece 
of jewellery or a special object.

How to plan  
a funeral
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Your undertaker will help you to take 
care of all the arrangements, such as:

1  Date 

2  Time 

3   Venue of the cremation 

4   If you would want to scatter the 
remains in your place of choosing 

5    Or bury the remains in a niche site or 
grave.

A niche memorial is a small space 
where the urn is placed, and a 
OK@PTD�HR�SGDM�OK@BDC�NUDQ�HS��

Cremations
Cremations are generally more 
cost effective than traditional burial 
funerals, but it all depends on what 
you decide for the ceremony. 



How to plan  
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All cremations require that you complete a Schedule 
A form. This will be sent to the crematorium for 
permission to cremate. An attending doctor and a 
medical referee will then sign off further schedules 
so the cremation can take place. 

There is an extra cost (around R600) to get a 
cremation form from a doctor. 

There are strict laws for cremations 
in place. It is comforting to know that 
you will receive only the ashes of your 
loved one, and not the ashes of anyone 
else.

Most cemeteries and 
crematoriums offer a cremation 
facility from around R7,000. A 
private cremation can cost around 
R5,000 while a chapel cremation 
starts at around R9,000.



How to plan  
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Types of cremation:

Unattended cremation
The funeral service (church/venue) is held, 
ATS�SGD�CDBD@RDC�@MC�SGD�BNEkM�B@RJDS�HR�MNS�
present. 

The cremation may have already taken place, with 
the deceased’s remains handed to the family in an 
urn or an ash box.

Attended cremation
3GD�CDBD@RDC�HR�AQNTFGS�HM�@�BNEkM�B@RJDS�SN�
the funeral service (church/venue). Afterwards, 
SGD�CDBD@RDC�HR�S@JDM�HM�SGD�BNEkM�B@RJDS�SN�
the crematorium. 

After the cremation takes place the remains of the 
deceased are given to the family in an urn or an ash 
box.
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They are usually written to bring across the facts, 
such as the time, place and cause of the death, 
the surviving relatives and the burial and funeral 
arrangements. 

Points to consider when writing an obituary: 

 - The deceased’s name

 - Date and place of birth

 - Date, time and place of death

 - Key family survivors/next of kin

 -  Any of the deceased’s life milestones and/or 
achievements

 - The date, time and  venue of the funeral  or 
ceremony

 -  Any relevant contact details

 - Any donation details

 -  A photo of the deceased can also be shared

An obituary is a notice of 
someone’s death. 

Obituaries

How to plan  
a funeral
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What to do 
when someone 
close to you 
passes away

Passing away at home
Contact a medical professional 
3GHR�HR�TRT@KKX�@�jQRS�QDRONMRD�LDCHB@K�OQNEDRRHNM@K�
or team like Netcare 911, ER24 or your family 
doctor. They will then determine if the death is 
natural (old age, illness, heart attack, etc.) or 
unnatural (accident, or due to a crime, etc.).

Locate the deceased’s ID smartcard or green 
barcoded ID book. 
This is important because you will need it to 
@QQ@MFD�SGD�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD�@MC�CD@K�VHSG�KHED�
insurance, bank accounts and funeral policies. If 
XNT�B@M�S�jMC�SGD�(#�CNBTLDMS��SGDM�XNT�VHKK�MDDC�
SN�FDS�@M�@EjC@UHS�EQNL�SGD�2 /2��GHFGKHFGSHMF�XNTQ�
relationship with the deceased.

Look for anything suspicious
Look around for anything suspicious, like something 
that could be linked to a robbery or forced entry 
or even a physical altercation. If there is nothing 
suspicious, then the medical professionals will take 
the body to a mortuary.

If you think there may be suspicious behaviour 
involved in the death, then immediately contact the 
local SAPS or call 10111. They will investigate the 
scene and then organise the removal of the body to 
the mortuary.
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What happens to the body?
All bodies are taken to the mortuary where they are 
gently washed, cleaned and wrapped in a shroud. 
They are then kept in a cold room until it is time for 
the funeral ceremony.

&DS�@�-NSHkB@SHNM�NE�#D@SG
The attending medical professional or doctor will 
MDDC�SN�HRRTD�@MC�RHFM�@�BDQSHjB@SD�SN�BDQSHEX�SGD�
B@TRD�NE�CD@SG��-NSHjB@SHNM�NE�#D@SG��3GHR�BNTKC�AD�
CNMD�@S�SGD�GNLD�NQ�@S�@�LNQST@QX�(S�HR�SGD�jQRS�RSDO�
HM�NAS@HMHMF�SGD�CD@SG�BDQSHjB@SD

Getting an autopsy
If the death was natural then there is no real 
need for an autopsy to be performed. However, 
sometimes an autopsy can help a family deal with 
the death. A private autopsy can cost around 
R5,000.

If the death was deemed to be unnatural, then the 
body will need to undergo a compulsory autopsy. 
The mortuary will then issue a death notice after the 
autopsy.

Contact family and friends
Notify close family and friends as soon as you can, 
as they will help you to cope in this overwhelming 
and stressful time. 

Contact a reputable funeral parlour
An undertaker from a funeral parlour can help 
to plan the funeral and even help you to get the 
necessary legal documents, such as the Death 
"DQSHjB@SD

What to do when someone 
close to you passes away
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What to do when someone 
close to you passes away

Passing away due to  
an accident
If a person died in a car accident, you will most 
OQNA@AKX�NMKX�AD�MNSHjDC�NMBD�SGD�ANCX�HR�HM�SGD�
mortuary. In this instance, the body will need to  be 
HCDMSHjDC�AX�@M�HLLDCH@SD�E@LHKX��LDLADQ�NQ�BKNRD�
friend. 

Identifying a body at a mortuary can be an 
overwhelming experience. Some mortuaries let you 
identify the body through images on a computer 
screen. Other mortuaries place the deceased’s body 
on a stretcher,  where it can be viewed through a 
window. Try to take a close friend or family member 
with you for emotional support. 

.MBD�SGD�ANCX�HR�HCDMSHjDC��SGDM�@�ANCX�MTLADQ�
is issued. This number can then be given to the 
chosen funeral parlour or undertaker, who will then 
arrange the funeral. 

Passing away  
in a hospital
Passing away in a hospital makes the initial 
process much easier to cope with because 
the relevant medical professionals are there 
to help with determining the cause of death 
and issuing the death notice. 

State hospitals usually have a mortuary 
facility, but most private hospitals do not. 
The hospital staff or an undertaker can help 
to arrange for the deceased’s body to be 
collected. 
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Passing away  
in another country

What to do when someone 
close to you passes away

Repatriation is when the deceased’s body is 
transported from one country to another.

1.  Planning for the repatriation

Your undertaker, Department of Home Affairs, or 
the chosen funeral service in the country where 
the deceased passed away, would help with the 
following: 

 - Arranging the return of the deceased’s body to 
South Africa;

 - Obtaining the relevant import permits from the 
Department of Health;

 -  Arranging for the ashes to be returned to 
South Africa if you would prefer the body to be 
cremated; 

 - Arrange if you would like a local burial in the 
RODBHjB�BNTMSQX�VGDQD�SGD�CDBD@RDC�O@RRDC�
away;

 - Arranging a pauper’s burial, which is free of any 
charges if a next of kin cannot be traced or they 
CN�MNS�G@UD�SGD�jM@MBH@K�LD@MR�SN�QDO@SQH@SD�SGD�
body.



��&DS�PTNSDR

Try to get quotes from different funeral parlours (from 
both countries) so you can compare prices. 

 - Costs can increase because it involves 
compulsory embalming of the body, as well as 
ODQLHRRHNMR�@MC�BDQSHjB@SHNMR�EQNL�LDCHB@K�@MC�
governmental parties. 

 - If the deceased is travelling by air, then the costs 
VHKK�HMBQD@RD�RHFMHjB@MSKX

 - 3QX�SN�jMC�NTS�HE�SGD�CDBD@RDC�G@C�SQ@UDK�
insurance, and to then notify the insurer to see 
what cover options are available.   

3.   Government assistance

The Department of Home Affairs may provide 
certain logistical assistance and advice in the event 
of the death of a South African citizen abroad. 

 - Please note that the South African Government 
CNDR�MNS�QDMCDQ�@MX�jM@MBH@K�@RRHRS@MBD�ODQS@HMHMF�
to the death of South African citizens out of the 
country. 

What to do when someone 
close to you passes away
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3GD�#D@SG�"DQSHkB@SD�HR�@M�HLONQS@MS�
document. It will help you to sort out all the 
administrative details, such as life policies, 
bank accounts, estates and executors. 

,@JD�@�EDV�BDQSHkDC�BNOHDR�NE�SGD�#D@SG�
"DQSHkB@SD�

Remember that when you 
RDMC�SGD�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD�NQ�
@MX�NSGDQ�NEjBH@K�CNBTLDMSR�
to policy institutions, you 
need to send all the pages 
of the document, and not 
ITRS�SGD�jQRS�O@FD

How to get a Death 
&HUWLĺFDWH�
1   The attending doctor/medical professional, 

or the SAPS in the case of unnatural deaths, 
will issue a DHA 1663 (Department of Home 
 EE@HQR�-NSHjB@SHNM�NE�#D@SG��

2   8NT�VHKK�AD�QDPTHQDC�SN�jKK�HM�SGD�ENQLR�@MC�
provide copies of the deceased’s ID smartcard 
or green barcoded ID book, which will then 
be sent to the Department of Home Affairs for 
QDFHRSQ@SHNM�@MC�@�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD��#' ����
will be issued.

The Death  
"DQSHjB@SD

6WDWLVWLFV�6RXWK�$IULFD� �� 7UDLQLQJ�PDQXDO�

� &DXVH�RI�GHDWK�FHUWLILFDWLRQ��$�JXLGH�IRU�FRPSOHWLQJ�WKH�1RWLFH�RI�'HDWK���6WLOOELUWK��'+$�������

��� 1RWLFH�RI�'HDWK�6WLOOELUWK��'+$±������

�
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3   The Department of Home Affairs will issue a 
#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD�NM�QDBDHOS�NE�SGD�-NSHjB@SHNM�
of Death (Form 1663) and the Death Report 
(Form BI-1680). Your undertaker and / or 
medical doctor can help you to obtain these. 

4   If the death occurred abroad, the applications 
ENQ�@�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD�LTRS�AD�KNCFDC�@S�@MX�
NEjBD�NE�SGD�#DO@QSLDMS�NE�'NLD� EE@HQR�NQ�
at any South African embassy, mission or 
consulate.

5   A Death Report (Form BI-1680) will be 
issued by an authorised person after a death 
has been registered. Authorised people 
include members of the SAPS, authorised 
undertakers or traditional leaders.

6   The Department of Home Affairs will issue 
@M�@AQHCFDC�CD@SG�BDQSHjB@SD�EQDD�NE�BG@QFD�
on the same day of registration of death. An 
TM@AQHCFDC�CD@SG�BDQSHjB@SD�B@M�AD�NAS@HMDC�
by completing Form BI-132.

7   Note that no burial is allowed to take place 
HM�2NTSG� EQHB@�VHSGNTS�@�BDQSHjDC�ATQH@K�NQCDQ�
(Form BI-14).

3GD�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD



:KDW�DUH�WKH�EHQHĺWV�
of being covered?
Funeral and life cover policies are designed 
to pay out a lump sum upon the death of the 
insured, at a time when their family will need the 
jM@MBH@K�@RRHRS@MBD�LNRS

1   A funeral policy affords you peace of 
mind, knowing that your family will be 
able to cope with your funeral expenses.

2   Many reputable funeral insurance 
providers offer affordable packages that 
are tailored to each individual’s needs and 
jM@MBH@K�BHQBTLRS@MBDR�

3   There are many different types of cover. 
You can cover just yourself, or you can 
cover you and your spouse and family 
members. You can also provide cover for 
aunts, uncles and even friends. 

Funeral  
and life  
cover
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What does a  
funeral plan cost?
Funeral insurance premiums can differ 
RHFMHjB@MSKX�3GD�@LNTMS�XNT�O@X�HR�
all dependent on the cover amount 
option you choose, who you choose 
SN�BNUDQ��@MC�VG@S�SGD�ADMDjSR�NE�SGD�
plans are.

Contact a few reputable cover providers and 
BNLO@QD�OQDLHTLR�VHSG�SGD�ADMDjSR��

 KV@XR�QD@C�SGD�jMD�OQHMS�ADENQD�S@JHMF�TO�@�ETMDQ@K�
or life cover policy. 

Find out the basics, like when the full cover comes 
into effect, as some policies require a waiting period 
ADENQD�XNT�@QD�DKHFHAKD�ENQ�SGD�ETKK�ADMDjSR

Remember that most policies will not pay out if the 
deceased died whilst in the act of breaking the law.

!D�RTQD�SN�MNLHM@SD�SGD�QHFGS�ADMDjBH@QHDR�

For example, if you nominate your child who is 
under the age of 18, then by law, the funeral cover 
provider will need to pay the insured amount into 
a trust, which will then be administered by an 
appointed executor. 

Funeral and life cover
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Additional  
ADMDkSR�
!DRHCDR�SGD�ADMDjS�NE�O@XHMF�NTS�@�KTLO�
sum, a comprehensive funeral plan from a 
reputable provider usually includes other 
ADMDjSR��RTBG�@R�

1   Payment within 24 hours if all 
documentation is correct

2    �RODBHjDC�@LNTMS�NE�@HQSHLD�VGDM�
you claim

3    �FQNBDQX�ADMDjS 

4   Help put you in touch with reputable 
funeral providers

5   Help arrange much-needed  
grief counselling.

Funeral and life cover
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Claiming 
on a policy

In the event of the death of a  
loved one, you will need to locate any 
funeral or life policies the deceased 
had in place and contact the relevant 
insurer.
They will then notify you of the documents you 
will need to provide them with so that the claim 
assessment can begin.

You can help speed up the claims assessment 
process by having the following documents 
ready:

1    �BDQSHjDC�BNOX�NE�SGD�CD@SG�BDQSHjB@SD 

2   "DQSHjDC�BNOHDR�NE�CDBD@RDC�R�(# 

3   "DQSHjDC�BNOHDR�NE�ADMDjBH@QX�R�(# 

4   !DMDjBH@QX�A@MJ�CDS@HKR 

Please note that the cover provider may require 
additional information or documentation dependent 
on the individual circumstances in order to assess 
the claim.



Handling the 
deceased’s  
estate

What is an ‘estate’?
An estate is the total of your assets (everything you 
own) minus your liabilities (everything you owe). 

 M�DRS@SD�B@M�AD�L@CD�TO�NE�jWDC�@RRDSR��GNTRD��
and moveable property (car), investments, cash in 
the bank, an unpaid salary and shares in a business.

On average, an 
uncomplicated  

estate takes

months to 
wind up.
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Handling the  
deceased’s estate

What is an ‘executor’?
An executor is the legal term for the 
person/people/institution who are 
nominated in a Will to carry out the wishes 
of the deceased. It could be a trusted 
individual (friend or family member) or a 
jM@MBH@K�HMRSHSTSHNM

It is the responsibility of the executor 
to:

1   Represent your estate 

2   Disburse your property to the 
LDMSHNMDC�ADMDjBH@QHDR

3   Calculate and pay the estate tax 

4   Ensure that the correct 
CNBTLDMS@SHNM�HR�jKDC�VHSG� 
the relevant authorities

5   Collect and arrange payments 

6   Approve or disapprove creditors’ 
claims

7   Obtain information on potential 
ADMDjBH@QHDR

If no executor was nominated, the 
court will then appoint an executor 

to take care of the estate.
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Costs typically payable 
when winding up an 
estate:
1   Advertising 

costs

2   Conveyance 
fees

3   Rates and 
taxes

4   Master’s  
fees

5   Taxes 

6   Debts 
(e.g. bond, 
overdraft, credit 
cards, store cards)

7   Medical costs 

8   Maintenance 
and accrual 
claims

9   Funeral costs 

10   Executor’s fees

Handling the  
deceased’s estate

These fees are paid out of your estate. If 
there aren’t enough funds in your estate to 
cover the costs, your executor may have to 
RDKK�XNTQ�@RRDSR�NQ�@RJ�XNTQ�ADMDjBH@QHDR�SN�
pay the costs. 

In some cases, the surviving spouse would 
need funds for living expenses. They can 
approach the executor to help make the 
ETMCR�@U@HK@AKD�3GHR�HR�@KV@XR�@�CHEjBTKS�
time, as it can sometimes take months to 
wind up a deceased estate. 
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Handling the  
deceased’s estate

42

Important
All funds belonging to the deceased (as well 
as the accounts of spouse in the case of a 
marriage in community of property) will be 
transferred to the new bank account. 

In certain cases where the spouse would 
need funds for living expenses, they can 
approach the executor to help make the 
ETMCR�@U@HK@AKD�3GHR�HR�@KV@XR�@�CHEjBTKS�
time, as it can sometimes take months to 
wind up a deceased estate.
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What if  
there is  

no Will?

If the deceased dies without 
drawing up a Will, or you cannot 
jMC�@�6HKK��SGDM�HS�HR�B@KKDC�HMSDRS@SD

The Master of the High Court will then appoint an 
executor for the deceased’s estate.

In most cases the estate will be divided in the 
following ways:

 - If the deceased is survived by a spouse and 
children, then the estate is divided between 
them (the spouse usually receives more than the 
children, as they would need  
to arrange all the  
living expenses).

 - If the deceased is survived by a spouse, and no 
children, then the spouse inherits the estate. 

 - If the deceased is survived by their children, but 
not by a spouse, then the children will inherit  
the estate. 

If the children are below the age of 18, the 
estate will be administered in a trust, by an 
appointed executor until they reach the age of 
18, or the age stipulated in the Will. 
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Why do the banks freeze 
the deceased’s bank 
account?
.M�MNSHjB@SHNM�NE�SGD�CDBD@RDC�R�CD@SG��SGD�A@MJR�
will freeze all accounts belonging to the deceased, 
including the joint accounts of a couple married in 
community of property. 

The banks are required by law to freeze the 
accounts because they form part of the deceased’s 
estate. 

The banks also freeze the accounts to prevent 
fraud, as there is a high risk that someone may try 
to access the deceased’s account.

Frozen 
bank  
accounts

Important: 

Find out which debit orders go off the 
deceased’s bank account, including 
municipal accounts, cell phone contracts, 
medical aid, insurance policies, etc. You 
will need to contact the companies to stop 
the debit orders from going off the account 
unnecessarily.



How to access funds 
from a frozen bank 
account.
Wrapping up a deceased estate can sometimes 
take months, or even years. 

3GHR�HR�@KV@XR�@�CHEjBTKS�SHLD�ENQ�SGD�RTQUHUHMF�E@LHKX�
members, as they may need funds to pay for living 
expenses such as groceries or school fees.

How to ensure you 
have enough funds 
to live on.
To access money from a frozen bank account, 
the banks will need the surviving family 
members to approach the Master of the 
Court, who will then issue a letter requesting 
the bank to release the agreed amount to help 
cover the funeral expenses of the deceased. 
This is usually carried out through the executor 
of the deceased’s estate.

This is another reason why it is always 
@�FNNC�NOSHNM�SN�G@UD�@CDPT@SD�ETMDQ@K�
and life cover in place. 

Frozen bank accounts

Money Tip: In looking to the future, try 
to save a little money every month into a 
separate bank account to help cover the 
funeral and four month’s living expenses for 
you and your family. 
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Choose a reputable funeral home

Meet with the funeral director

Locate the deceased’s ID smartcard or 
FQDDM�A@QBNCDC�(#�ANNJ�@MC�L@JD�BDQSHjDC�
copies

Next of kin’s ID smartcard or green 
barcoded ID book

Funeral policy (if there is one)

,@QQH@FD�BDQSHjB@SD��SGHR�HR�QDPTHQDC�AX�SGD�
insurance company if you have a policy)

A photo of the deceased in case you need 
it for printing a memento or song sheets

&DS�SGD�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD�@MC�L@JD�
BDQSHjDC�BNOHDR

Deliver any funeral policies to the relevant 
funeral home

Plan the funeral service

Arrange storage of the deceased’s body

Arrange clothing for the deceased

Choose burial or cremation

Choose a venue

"GNNRD�@�BNEjM�NQ�B@RJDS�

The After Death & Funeral 
Planning Guide Checklist
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"GNNRD�kNVDQR

Decide if petals will be needed

Determine amount of people who  
will be attending

Arrange candles and lighting

Arrange beverages

Arrange food and catering  

Choose songs and arrange song sheets

Arrange service programmes

Choose music

Choose a tombstone

Choose a grave

Select a grave marker and inscriptions

Plan the time and location for the service

Select any photos that will be displayed

,HMHRSDQ�NQ�NEjBH@SNQ�NQ�QDKHFHNTR�KD@CDQ� 
who will be performing the service

Choose who will perform the eulogy?

The After Death & Funeral 
Planning Guide Checklist
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Locate the deceased’s ID smartcard  
or green barcoded ID book and make 
BDQSHjDC�BNOHDR

Find out if there are any funeral  
or life policies

Find out if there is a current Will in place

Notify the funeral and life policy institutions

Notify the deceased’s bank

Notify the deceased’s employer  
@MC�jMC�NTS�HE�SGDQD�V@R�KHED�BNUDQ�HM�OK@BD

Choose a reputable funeral home to help 
plan the funeral

&DS�SGD�#D@SG�"DQSHjB@SD�@MC�L@JD�BDQSHjDC�
copies

Contact the executors of the deceased’s 
estate (if there are any pre-appointed)

Contact the companies/institutions who  
have debit orders on the deceased’s bank 
account and inform them to cease the debit 
orders

Administration  
Checklist:
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Important contacts 
and helpful websites
$1��
Emergencies (SA)  084 124 
Emergencies (International)  +27 10 205 3000 
$HURPHGLFDO�������ĻLJKW�GHVN�� ���������������

NetCare
Medical emergencies only  082 911 
Helicopter emergency  
medical services   +27 10 209 8555 
Air ambulance  +27 10 209 8392 
Customer services  +27 10 209 8009
South African Police Service (SAPS) 10111
South African National Ambulance Service 10177
Department of Home Affairs 0800 60 11 90
www.dha.gov.za
#D@SG�"DQSHkB@SDR�VDARHSD
http://www.dha.gov.za/index.php/civic-services/death-
FHUWLĺFDWHV

Clientèle
www.clientele.co.za
Life services@clientele.co.za
Legal legalservices@clientele.co.za
Call 011 320 3000
Operating Hours 
Monday - Fridays 08h00-17h00 
Saturdays  08h00-12h00

&OLHQWÅOH�/LIH�$VVXUDQFH�&RPSDQ\�/LPLWHG�LV�DQ�DXWKRULVHG�ĺQDQFLDO�VHUYLFHV�SURYLGHU�DQG�
licensed insurer: FSP 15268. This booklet is for information purposes and its contents do not 

FRQVWLWXWH�ĺQDQFLDO�DGYLFH�

Should you wish to receive a personalised quote for  
Funeral or Life Insurance from Clientèle

sms %4-$1 + to 45487 
and a friendly agent will call you back. (Standard rates apply)


